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Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) configurations

Sea level pressure distribution

•  NCAR Community Atmosphere Model Spectral Element 
dycore (CAM-SE) (Taylor and Fournier, 2010, JCP)

•  Use variable-resolution (Zarzycki et al., 2014, JClim) to 
reduce computational cost
•  Previous work has demonstrated that regional refinement 

improves the representation of discrete features (e.g., 
Zarzycki and Jablonowski, 2014, JAMES, Rhoades et al., 
2015, JAMC) without impacting the overall global climate 
(Zarzycki et al., 2015, JClim)

•  0.25° (~28 km) grid spacing over eastern three-quarters 
of United States

•  0.5° (~55 km) transition region, with westward extension 
into Pacific to capture upstream flow

•  1° (~111 km) base resolution
•  Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) (Gates, 

1992, BAMS) historical forcing
•  1980-2008 SSTs, atmospheric chemistry, solar, etc.
•  29 years of simulation for each configuration

•  Implement Bourgouin (1999, WAF) precipitation typing 
algorithm in CAM
•  Uses positive and negative thermal energy estimates to 

segregate precipitation into rain, snow, freezing rain, 
and sleet/ice pellets.

•  For snowfall, apply Cobb (2005, AMS) algorithm to 
diagnose time and spatial dependent snow-to-liquid 
equivalency ratios
•  Combine snow production/temperature relationships 

with vertical motion to estimate snowfall rates for a 
given vertical profile

•  Increased horizontal resolution produces more accurate spatial representation of 
mean winter snowfall over northeastern United States in CAM
•  Primarily due to topographical improvements (elevated topography and river valleys)
•  More accurate mesoscale storm structure

•  Marginal resolution impact in tracked ETC intensity frequency as measured by 
SLP
•  Implies minor synoptic underresolution at 1° grid spacing

•  East coast snowstorm frequency (as measured by RSI) increases with resolution 
for all classes
•  Consistent regardless of using Cobb or 12:1 LWE to predict snowfall
•  Increased frequency of “intense” precipitation events
•  Behavior has previously been demonstrated in CAM for precipitation rates in tropics

•  Proclivity for less “smooth” snowfall distributions, larger maxes may align with 
population centers, triggering larger RSI estimates

Conclusions

Background and motivation

Mean snowfall climatology

RSI distribution

•  Does increasing horizontal resolution in a GCM impact the 
intensity of eastern United States winter storms?

•  Does it improve the spatial pattern of snowfall?
•  Can models reproduce the distribution of northeast winter 

storms as measured by the Regional Snowfall Index (RSI)?

Goals 

•  Majority of past modeling studies looking at snowfall over eastern United States use 
mean climatology to estimate storm tracks and subsequent impacts

•  Here, ETCs are discretely tracked using an automated, objective, algorithm
•  TempestExtremes (C++, flexible codebase for tracking features on unstructured 

grids, https://github.com/paullric/tempestextremes, Ullrich et al., in prep.)
•  Storm must occur between October 1st and April 31st

•  Local minimum in sea level pressure (SLP) must exist, surrounded by closed 
contour of at least 2 hPa within 4° è defines cyclone center

•  Storm must pass within 5° of 41°N, 73°W
• At closest pass to 41°N, 73°W, storm heading must be between due north and 

due east (inclusive)
•  Storm must persist for at least 36 consecutive hours

•  Compare maximum strength of tracked ETCs
•  For storms RSI < 1 (little or no snowfall), small 

resolution sensitivity exists
•  Most frequent MSLP decreases by 

approximately 10 hPa as horizontal 
resolution is increased

•  Less of a signal for storms with RSI >= 1 
(moderate to extreme snowstorms)
•  Maximum frequency bin shifts towards more 

intense storms with resolution
•  Tail slightly longer (more intense) in 1° 

simulation

•  Models roughly reproduce observed RSI categories
•  0.25° produces more storms (compared to 1°)
•  True for all categories

•  Differences between Cobb or 12:1 liquid water 
equivalent (LWE) to predict snowfall relatively minimal
•  Implies vertical velocity differences minimal

•  Primary driver in 
resolution sensitivity 
appears to be an 
increase in extreme 
precipitation rates with 
resolution
•  Behavior seen with 

increasing resolution in 
other regions and in 
other studies

•  Increasing mesoscale 
structure seen in high-
resolution simulations
•  Better resolution of 

banding structures
•  More intense local 

minima

•  General increase of snowfall from southwest to northeast seen in both 1° and 0.25° 
simulations

•  Snowfall with strong topographical signatures significantly improved in 0.25° simulation 
(Appalachians, Tug Hill Plateau, Hudson and Connecticut River valleys)

•  Local maxima also associated with lake-effect precipitation not observable at 1°, 
present (although still underrepresented) at 0.25°

•  Individual storms are then classified using Regional Snowfall Index (RSI) (Squires 
et al., BAMS, 2014)
•  RSI considers collocation of magnitude/spatial extent of snowfall and population 

density to estimate impact
•  Snowfall is integrated at each 3-hourly model output along ETC trajectory (out to a 

radius of 20° from cyclone center) for duration of event
•  Snowfall is conservatively mapped to 0.1° population density grid

•  The eastern United States is vulnerable to 
impacts from extratropical cyclones (ETCs) (ex: 
nor’easters), particularly during winter months

•  Storms can result in heavy precipitation, high 
winds, and coastal flooding
•  Potential for massive transportation 

disruption, widespread power outages, 
structural damage, risks to health and welfare

•  Impacts amplified by proximity of population 
centers such as Boston, New York City, 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington D.C. 
to ETC tracks

•  Studies using global general circulation models 
(GCMs) to study winter storms have generally 
been restricted to 1° horizontal resolution 
(~111km) or coarser
•  Generally due to computational limitations

CAT. RSI VALUE IMPACT
1 1–3 Notable
2 3–6 Significant
3 6–10 Major
4 10–18 Crippling
5 18.0+ Extreme

Instantaneous total precipitation rate for most 
intense winter storm in 1° simulation (top) and 0.25° 

simulation (bottom). Both storms are Category 5 
under the RSI.

Mean annual snowfall (in inches) produced by the Cobb snowfall and Bourgouin precipitation typing algorithms. The 1° simulation is shown on the left, the 0.25° 
simulation is in the center, and observations (courtesy of the Northeast Regional Climate Center) are on the right.

Example of tracking scheme. Shown in color contours is the sea level pressure (SLP) field. First a local minimum in the SLP field is located (red dot). The location of a 
closed contour of SLP equal to 2 hPa greater than the SLP minimum is defined (solid black contour surrounding red dot). If the entirety of this contour lies within a 4° radius 

of the SLP minimum (black dashed circle), then SLP minimum is considered a candidate cyclone and its center is stitched in time (ex: across the three times above).

Population density (left, 2000, NASA) is overlaid with storm snowfall (center) to produce an RSI value. RSI values 
are then binned to produce a storm category, with higher categories A) occurring less frequently and B) resulting in 

greater impacts.
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PDF of maximum storm intensity (minimum sea level pressure over simulations. 1° 
simulation is shown in red, with 0.25° simulation shown in blue. Storms which reach an 
RSI category of 1 or greater are denoted by solid curves, all other ETCs are dashed.
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Instantaneous precipitation rate PDF over 4 winters (1990-1993). Data is sampled 
every 3 hours. All data conservatively remapped to 1° prior to analysis.

Histograms of number of tracked RSI snowstorms per year in both the 1° (red) and 0.25° (blue) simulations. 
Observations are shown in blue-gray. The left histogram uses the Cobb algorithm to predict snowfall while the 

right uses a uniform 12:1 liquid water equivalent.
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